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1. Introduction
The importance of modern trade marks has been seen in their economic role of reducing consumer search
costs.*1 In particular, the trade mark enables the consumer to identify the product sought by distinguishing
it from other, similar products.*2 In addition to the origin of the goods, the trade mark provides the consumer with information on their characteristics,*3 enabling him or her to assess the quality of the products
oﬀered under the same trade mark. In consequence, trade marks have become a de facto guarantee of a
certain quality of the goods or services. This in turn motivates businesses to oﬀer good and uniform quality,
ultimately fostering competition on the basis of the quality of goods.*4 To protect the ability of trade marks
to perform this role, they need protection against the use by third parties of similar signs in ways that could
create confusion on the part of the consumers. Ensuring such protection has traditionally been the role of
trade mark law.
In addition to helping consumers make purchasing decisions, trade marks can be a valuable commercial tool for businesses. They can be used to create an attractive image of the goods or services that they
designate, through advertising and marketing. Over time, a trade mark can gain a meaning that, apart
from designating the goods or services, conveys certain characteristics and values (e.g. a luxury lifestyle,
adventure, or youth).*5 Through this, the trade mark acquires a selling power – i.e. the ability to attract
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and retain customers.*6 By increasing the value of the designated goods in the eyes of consumers, the trade
mark may allow its proprietor to charge a higher price for them. The latter makes the proprietor vulnerable
to commercial practices of third parties that either attempt to damage the trade mark’s attractive force or
take advantage of its status and reputation without putting in the necessary eﬀort and investment. Such
practices can harm the trade mark proprietor’s business and distort competition, thus constituting unfair
competition.
This article shows how EU trade mark law has developed from protecting consumers against confusion
to extending the protection to the business value of trade marks and protecting their proprietors against
commercial practices that damage or unfairly exploit this value.*7 At the same time, the Court of Justice
of the EU (CJEU) has been careful to allow those practices that can be deemed acceptable as part of fair
competition. Thereby, EU trade mark law is increasingly becoming an EU law of unfair competition regarding practices involving the use of trade marks. The article is an attempt to explain these developments by
looking at the reasons for specific policy choices and decisions of the CJEU, as well as the wider context of
EU law dealing with unfair competition. In due course, the reader is given an understanding of how EU law
addresses the protection of the commercial value of trade marks.

2. Prevention of unfair competition as prevailing
consideration in shaping the rights of trade mark
proprietors in EU trade mark law
In the EU, the trade mark proprietor’s exclusive rights are set out in Art. 10(2) of the Trade Marks Directive*8 (TMD) and Art. 9(2) of the EU Trade Mark Regulation*9 (EUTMR). These provisions lay down conditions for trade mark infringement that diﬀer on the basis of whether the sign used by the third party and the
goods or services for which it is used are identical or similar to those for which the trade mark is protected
and whether the trade mark has acquired a reputation. In all cases, the use must be in the course of trade*10
and in relation to goods or services*11. In order to ensure the same protection for trade mark proprietors in
all member states, the CJEU has striven to give a uniform interpretation of the ‘use’ that the proprietor may
prohibit.*12 Recent case law has shown a great emphasis on considerations related to unfair competition in
shaping the content and scope of the exclusive rights of the trade mark proprietor. These are most prevalent in the so-called functions theory, which has been applied to determine infringement of all trade marks,
including the so-called simple marks, and the additional layer of protection granted to trade marks with a
reputation. Both cases are examined next.

2.1. Simple trade marks – the functions theory
as a means to protect fair competition
The legal protection provided for in Art. 10(2)(a) and (b) TMD and Art. 9(2)(a) and (b) EUTMR extends
equally to simple and reputed trade marks. Pursuant to Art. 10(2)(a) TMD and Art. 9(2)(a) EUTMR, the
proprietor of a registered trade mark is entitled to prevent all third parties not having his consent from
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using in the course of trade, in relation to goods or services, any sign where the sign is identical to the trade
mark and is used in relation to goods or services that are identical to those for which the trade mark is registered (hereinafter ‘double identity’). When there is no double identity but the sign used by the third party
is at least similar to the trade mark and is used in relation to goods or services that are at least similar to
the goods or services for which the trade mark is registered (hereinafter ‘double similarity’), the proprietor
of the trade mark is entitled to prevent such use pursuant to Art. 10(2)(b) TMD and Art. 9(2)(b) EUTMR
if there exists a likelihood of confusion on the part of the public, including the likelihood of association
between the sign and the trade mark. The wording of the provisions and recitals suggests that the protection
aﬀorded to the trade mark proprietor in the event of double identity is absolute, whereas in the case of double similarity only the trade mark’s function of indicating origin is protected,*13 meaning that the proprietor
must prove the existence of a likelihood of confusion on the part of the public.*14 In practice, however, the
CJEU has begun to limit the protection aﬀorded under the double identity rule in order to take into account
the wider context of competition.

2.1.1. The trade mark as a guarantor of origin and quality –
protecting consumers against confusion
According to Recital 16 of the TMD and Recital 11 of the EUTMR, the function of the protection aﬀorded by
a trade mark is in particular to guarantee the trade mark as an indication of origin. As early as the 1970s, the
CJEU clarified that the essential function of the trade mark is to guarantee the identity of the origin of the
marked product to the consumer or end-user by enabling him or her, without any possibility of confusion,
to distinguish the product or service from others, of another origin.*15 The Court later clarified that for the
trade mark to be able to fulfil its essential role in the system of undistorted competition, it must oﬀer a guarantee that all goods or services bearing it have been manufactured or supplied under the control of a single
undertaking, which is responsible for their quality.*16 The latter aspect of trade marks has been referred to
as their quality function, forming part of the origin function.*17
In the early 2000s, the CJEU began developing the so-called functions theory. It held that the exclusive
right under Art. 10(2)(a) TMD is intended to enable the trade mark proprietor to protect his specific interests as proprietor – i.e. to ensure that the trade mark can fulfil its functions. Thus, he can exercise this right
only if the third party’s use of an identical sign aﬀects or is liable to aﬀect the functions of the trade mark,
particularly its essential function of guaranteeing to consumers the origin of the goods.*18 In particular, the
interests of the trade mark proprietor are not aﬀected if reference to the trade mark is made for descriptive purposes to reveal the characteristics of a product and not to indicate its origin.*19 On the other hand,
there is an adverse eﬀect on this function when consumers are likely to interpret the sign used by the third
party as designating the undertaking from which the third party’s goods originate and said use creates the
impression that these goods come from the trade mark proprietor or an undertaking economically linked
to it.*20 Overall, the criteria used in the assessment largely correspond to those applied under Art. 10(2)(b)
TMD.
Thus, in EU trade mark law, the origin function of trade marks has always played a central role in
justifying the legal protection aﬀorded to trade mark proprietors and in determining its scope. In connection with this essential function, the Court also recognised the quality function of trade marks. Although
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the relevant EU instruments did not limit the functions that trade marks could perform,*21 and the CJEU
tended to refer to them in the plural, for many years the Court did not mention any other function in assessing the scope of the exclusive rights aﬀorded to trade mark proprietors.

2.1.2. Recognition of other functions –
protecting the business value of trade marks
As early as the 1990s, it was argued that, in addition to guaranteeing origin and quality, trade marks have
other functions, which might be termed communication, investment, or advertising functions and which
arise from the investment in the promotion of the mark. While these functions can be seen as derivatives of
the origin function, they were regarded as values that deserve protection in their own right.*22 Eventually,
the CJEU too was ready to accept that the approach whereby the trade mark proprietor could prevent the
use of his trade mark only if that use undermines its origin function does not take suﬃcient account of the
various roles of trade marks in reality.*23 In L'Oréal and Others, the CJEU reiterated its earlier view that
the proprietor of a trade mark can exercise his exclusive right under what is now Art. 10(2)(a) TMD only if
a third party’s use of the sign aﬀects or is liable to aﬀect the functions of the trade mark. However, unlike in
previous rulings, the Court noted that the functions of a trade mark include, in addition to its main function
of guaranteeing to consumers the origin of the goods or services, other functions – in particular, those of
guaranteeing the quality of the goods or services in question and of communication, investment, or advertising.*24 This position was soon reiterated in subsequent decisions, including under the EUTMR.*25
As to the advertising function of a trade mark, the CJEU has stated that it is that of using a mark for
advertising purposes designed to inform and persuade consumers. Accordingly, the proprietor of a trade
mark is entitled to prohibit a third party from using an identical sign without the proprietor’s consent, where
that use adversely aﬀects the proprietor’s use of its mark as a factor in sales promotion or as an instrument
of commercial strategy.*26 In practice, however, the CJEU has given a narrow scope to the advertising function. The Court has clarified its nature in the context of the Google ‘AdWords’ referral service, holding that
the use of a sign identical to another person’s trade mark in such contexts is not liable to have an adverse
eﬀect on the advertising function of the trade mark.*27 Although such use of a sign obliges the proprietor
of that mark to intensify its advertising in order to maintain or enhance its profile with consumers, the
purpose of the trade mark is not to protect its proprietor against practices inherent to competition. In the
Court’s view, internet advertising on the basis of keywords corresponding to trade marks constitutes such a
practice in that its aim, as a general rule, is merely to oﬀer internet users alternatives to the goods and services of the proprietors of those trade marks.*28 Also, it does not deprive the proprietor of the opportunity
to use his trade mark eﬀectively to inform and persuade consumers.*29
The trade mark’s investment function includes the possibility for the proprietor to employ the trade
mark in order to acquire or preserve a reputation capable of attracting potential customers and retaining
their loyalty, by means of not only advertising but also various other commercial techniques.*30 This function is adversely aﬀected when the use of an identical sign by a third party, such as a competitor, substantially interferes with the proprietor’s use of its trade mark to acquire or preserve such a reputation. When
the trade mark already enjoys a reputation, the investment function is adversely aﬀected where the use
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aﬀects that reputation and thereby jeopardises its maintenance.*31 In a similarity to its approach to the
advertising function, the CJEU has laid down a strict standard for what constitutes undermining the investment function. Provided that the use of an identical sign by a third party takes place as part of fair competition, it is not suﬃcient for establishing an adverse eﬀect on the trade mark’s investment function that the
proprietor is merely obliged to adapt its eﬀorts to acquire or preserve an attractive reputation. For example,
internet advertising on the basis of an identical keyword is allowed, provided that the ad neither confuses
consumers as to the origin of the goods or services nor adversely aﬀects the trade mark’s advertising function.*32 It is easier to imagine an adverse eﬀect on the investment function in a situation in which the trade
mark has already acquired a good reputation, since in that case the conduct of a competitor may damage
that reputation. For example, in the case of luxury goods, the reputation of the trade mark may be damaged
if, in the course of advertising, a third party places the trade mark in a context that might seriously detract
from the image the trade mark proprietor has succeeded in creating around his trade mark.*33 In some
cases, the reputation of a trade mark may be damaged also by the characteristics of the third party using it.
The CJEU has further limited reliance on this function by holding that the proprietor of a trade mark cannot rely solely on the fact that the use of an identical sign by a competitor may prompt some consumers to
switch from goods or services bearing that trade mark.*34 It follows that the damage to the reputation of the
trade mark must be likely to aﬀect the behaviour of the average consumer of the relevant goods or services.
The communication function of a trade mark has not been clarified by the CJEU. Recognition of this
function is consistent with the fact that a trade mark can convey to consumers information on factors
other than the origin of the goods or services that it designates, such as the non-physical characteristics
of the product or the company that produced it (e.g. quality, reliability, or luxury).*35 Such information
may become part of the brand image as a result of considerable investment by the trade mark proprietor
in advertising and promotion. Thus, it is argued, the capacity of the trade mark to act as a communication
tool carrying a broader marketing message merits protection in itself.*36 However, without further clarification by the CJEU, it is unclear how to distinguish the protection of this function from the recognition of the
quality and investment functions of trade marks, especially if goods’ quality is understood to include their
intangible characteristics*37.

2.1.3. The functions theory as a balancing mechanism
to protect fair competition
At first glance, the approach taken by the CJEU in requiring damage to the functions of a trade mark as
a condition for infringement under Art. 10(2)(a) TMD seems questionable, as the Directive grants trade
mark proprietors protection that is absolute in the event of double identity*38. It has been found superfluous to require adverse eﬀects on any function of the trade mark.*39 From that point of view, the Court has
restricted the protection of trade marks in the event of double identity.*40 The reason for this may be the
desire to consider and balance the competing interests and fundamental rights of all parties, rather than
give trade mark proprietors absolute protection.*41 The limitations of the trade mark proprietor's exclusive
rights under Art. 14 TMD and the EUTMR are narrow and exhaustive and do not provide much space for
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weighing diﬀerent interests. Therefore, the CJEU has begun to balance these interests under the double identity rule, disregarding such adverse eﬀects on the trade mark proprietor’s interests as are outweighed by
someone else's competing interests.*42 Among other criteria, as can be seen from the examples above, the
functions theory has made it possible to take into account, in the infringement analysis, the objective of
protecting fair and reasonable competition*43.
At the same time, by accepting additional functions besides the origin function, the CJEU has recognised that a trade mark is not just a symbol providing information about the origin and expected quality of a
product or service but also an instrument of commercial strategy used by businesses for various purposes. It
is, however, questionable whether it is justified to take these additional functions into account in assessing
infringement of simple trade marks. Advertising, investment, and communication functions are performed
mostly by trade marks with a reputation, for the protection of which Art. 10(2)(c) TMD and Art. 9(2)(c)
EUTMR provide a separate basis. It is argued that recognition of these functions in assessing infringement
under the double identity rule leads to the protection of simple trade marks from undermining of functions
they do not perform.*44 The prevailing view of academics is that in the case of simple trade marks, only the
essential function of indicating origin should be protected.*45 The European Commission proposed clarifying that only the origin function is relevant under the double identity rule,*46 but this proposal did not find
approval in the proceedings that led to the adoption of the current TMD and EUTMR. Conversely, the CJEU
has explicitly held that these other functions are not limited to trade marks with a reputation but can also be
performed by a simple trade mark in so far as its proprietor uses it to that end – in particular, for purposes
of advertising or investment.*47
Recognition of these other functions may also reflect a desire to protect the proprietors of trade marks
that have not yet acquired an attractive reputation from acts or practices of competitors that may impair
their ability to use these trade marks for this purpose. Otherwise, the proprietors of simple trade marks
would not be adequately protected against acts of unfair competition. For example, if in the event of double
identity the proprietor were protected only against adverse eﬀects to the origin function, he would normally
not be able to prohibit a third party from using a sign identical to the trade mark for referring not to the
third party’s own goods or services but to those of the trade mark proprietor (e.g. in comparative advertising). While such uses may negatively aﬀect the commercial interests of the proprietor and distort competition, it is generally not possible to establish an adverse eﬀect on the origin function of the trade mark.*48
The risk of blurring the scope of protection between simple and reputed trade marks is reduced by the fact
that, as the examples cited above show, the CJEU has set a high threshold for accepting that a function other
than that of indicating origin has been adversely aﬀected. In doing so, the Court appears to have sought a
middle ground that would ensure adequate protection of the interests of the trade mark proprietor but also
a suﬃciently flexible framework for taking into account the legitimate interests of competitors by not prohibiting practices that are part of reasonable competition. It could be argued that the CJEU has shaped the
protection of simple trade marks with a view to protecting fair competition.
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2.2. Trade marks with a reputation –
protection against unfair dilution
For trade marks with a reputation, Art. 10(2)(c) TMD provides extended protection relative to that of simple
trade marks. Under this provision, the proprietor of a trade mark that has a reputation in the Member State
is entitled to prevent third parties from using in the course of trade, in relation to goods or services, signs
identical to, or similar to, the trade mark, irrespective of whether these are used in relation to goods or
services identical to, similar to, or not similar to those for which the trade mark is registered, where use of
the sign without due cause takes unfair advantage of, or is detrimental to, the distinctive character or the
repute of the trade mark.*49 Thus, while the scope of protection of a trade mark is generally limited to the
goods or services in respect of which it is registered, marks with a reputation are also protected against the
use of similar signs in relation to dissimilar goods or services. The CJEU has stated that infringements of the
exclusive rights conferred on the proprietors of trade marks with a reputation are a consequence of a certain
degree of similarity between the mark and the sign, by virtue of which the relevant section of the public
makes a connection between the sign and the mark – i.e. establishes a link between them without confusing
them.*50 The extended protection applies where said sign is used without due cause in a way resulting in at
least one of the three types of harm to the trade mark.
The protection against detriment to the distinctive character, also referred to as ‘dilution’, ‘whittling
away’, or ‘blurring’, is intended to protect the mark’s ability to identify the goods or services for which it is
registered and used as coming from the proprietor of that mark. This is done by prohibiting the use of similar signs by third parties where that use could lead to ‘dispersion of the identity and hold upon the public
mind’ of the trade mark and thus undermine its ability to raise immediate association with the goods or
services for which it is registered.*51 It has been accepted that the more unique the mark and the stronger
its reputation, the greater the threat to its distinctive character.*52 This protects famous trade marks from
becoming commonplace or a generic name for certain goods or services.*53 Detriment to the repute of the
mark, also referred to as ‘tarnishment’ or ‘degradation’, is caused when the goods or services for which the
identical or similar sign is used by the third party may be perceived by the public in such a way that the
trade mark’s power of attraction is reduced when, for example, they possess a characteristic or quality that
is liable to have a negative impact on the image of the mark.*54 This should include situations wherein the
goods oﬀered by the third party are of poor or uneven quality, as well as cases in which the trade mark proprietor's own goods are advertised or sold in a context seriously detracting from the prestigious image and
aura of luxury that the proprietor has succeeded in creating around his trade mark*55. The concept of ‘taking
unfair advantage of the distinctive character or the repute of the trade mark’, also referred to as ‘parasitism’
or ‘free-riding’, is related to the advantage taken by the third party when, in consequence of the use of an
identical or similar sign, the image of the mark or the characteristics it projects are transferred to the goods
identified by this sign. This approach protects the proprietor of a trade mark with a reputation against third
parties seeking to ‘ride on the coat-tails’ of that mark in order to benefit from its power of attraction, its
reputation and prestige, and to exploit the marketing eﬀort expended by its proprietor in order to create and
maintain the image of that mark.*56
The scope of application of this ground for infringement has been extended over time. Under the earlier
Directives 89/104/EEC and 2008/95/EC, granting extended protection to trade marks with a reputation
was left optional for the member states.*57 The current TMD makes it mandatory to ensure such protection.
Furthermore, when the wording of Art. 5(2) of the earlier directives, as well as Regulation 207/2009, on EU
trade marks, limited the application of the ground of dilution to cases where a sign identical or similar to the
trade mark has been used in relation to dissimilar goods or services, the CJEU extended its application to
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cover also cases wherein the mark is used in relation to identical or similar goods or services*58. Since 2015,
this position has been codified in Art. 10(2)(c) TMD and Art. 9(2)(c) EUTMR.
The additional protection aﬀorded to the proprietors of trade marks with a reputation, alongside the
gradual increase of its relevance in EU trade mark law, can be explained by the wish to ensure protection
against unfair competition in the EU. From the perspective of trade mark law, the justification of such an
extension of the protection against dilution is questionable, since the extended protection aﬀorded to reputed
trade marks has traditionally been seen as intended for cases in which the proprietor cannot rely on the likelihood of confusion as a ground for infringement.*59 However, it must be accepted that when a trade mark
with a reputation is used in relation to identical or similar goods or services, this use may also cause damage
to its distinctive character (e.g. through it becoming a generic name) or repute (e.g. degrading comparative
advertising) or may unfairly exploit its distinctive character or repute (e.g. use of a keyword in a referral
service to promote imitations). The aim in protecting trade marks with a reputation against blurring, tarnishment, and free-riding is to protect the eﬀorts and investment of the proprietor in creating a trade mark with a
positive image and independent economic value (goodwill).*60 Damaging or taking unfair advantage of these
attributes can be regarded as constituting dishonest commercial practices. Therefor, from the perspective
of ensuring undistorted and fair competition, it is justified to protect the proprietor of a trade mark with a
reputation equally in cases involving use in relation to identical, similar, or dissimilar goods or services.
Despite extending its scope of application, the CJEU has interpreted the infringement ground of dilution in a way that takes into account the interests of third parties, the actual adverse eﬀects on the trade
mark proprietor, and thus the fairness of the third party’s act in its specific circumstances. For example, in
Interflora the CJEU stated that not every use of a trade mark with a reputation by a third party in relation to
identical goods contributes to turning that mark into a generic term. For example, this is not the case when
the selection of an identical or similar sign as a keyword in an internet referencing service merely serves to
draw attention to the existence of an alternative product or service, provided that the advertisement triggered by the use of this keyword enables the reasonably well-informed and reasonably observant internet
user to tell that the goods or services oﬀered originate not from the proprietor of the trade mark but from
a competitor.*61 To make the establishment of dilution even more burdensome, the CJEU has required the
proprietor to show that the use of an identical or similar sign has had an impact on the market by way of an
actual or likely change of the average customer’s behaviour.*62 The need to assess the use of an identical or
similar sign in the context of competition is evident in the case of comparative advertising. It is generally
accepted that comparative advertising can stimulate competition between suppliers of goods and services to
the consumer’s advantage.*63 Thus, it is not surprising that the CJEU has found that the use of a trade mark
with a reputation in comparative advertising that satisfies the conditions laid down in Art. 4 of the MCAD
does not constitute violation of the proprietor’s rights even if the advertiser benefits from the force of the
trade mark in attracting the attention of the public to the advertising, as such use and any advantage gained
through it are consistent with fair competition.*64
An important limitation to relying on the protection aﬀorded by Art. 10(2)(c) TMD is the requirement
that, for this protection, the use of the sign be without ‘due cause’. This concept is intended to strike a balance between the exclusive rights of the trade mark proprietor and the interests of third parties,*65 and it
has been used in practice to enable third parties to pursue practices that are within the limits of normal
competition. For example, the CJEU has acknowledged that where a competitor of the proprietor of a trade
mark with a reputation selects that trade mark as a keyword in an internet referencing service, the purpose
of that use is to take advantage of the distinctive character and repute of the trade mark.*66 However, the
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Court has considered that where the advertisement displayed on the basis of said keyword puts forward an
alternative to the goods or services of the proprietor of the trade mark without oﬀering a mere imitation,
without causing dilution or tarnishment, and without adversely aﬀecting the functions of the trade mark
at issue, such use falls, as a rule, within the ambit of fair competition so is not without ‘due cause’.*67 The
intention of the third party has been considered relevant in assessing whether a use has a ‘due cause’. For
example, the proprietor of a trade mark with a reputation may be obliged to tolerate the use of a similar sign
if that sign was in use before the trade mark application was filed and is being used in good faith.*68

3. The recent developments in context –
should EU trade mark law take the role of EU unfair
competition law of trade marks?
The need to ensure eﬀective protection against unfair competition in EU member states arises from Art.
10bis of the Paris Convention,*69 reiterated in Art. 2 of the TRIPS Agreement. The Paris Convention’s Art.
10bis(2) defines an act of unfair competition as any act of competition contrary to honest practices in industrial or commercial matters, while paragraph 3 includes a list of practices that, in particular, should be
prohibited. Their common aspect has been seen as lying in ‘the attempt (by an entrepreneur) to succeed in
competition without relying on his own achievements in terms of quality and price of his products and services, but rather by taking undue advantage of the work of another or by influencing consumer demand with
false or misleading statements’.*70 Although only such uses by unauthorised third parties of signs identical
or similar to trade mark as create confusion between competitors should directly fall under Art. 10bis(3)
(1),*71 paragraph 3 does not set out an exhaustive list of dishonest practices.*72 The Model Provisions against
Unfair Competition*73, prepared by WIPO for its implementation, also include a rule prohibiting any act or
practice that damages, or is likely to damage, the goodwill or reputation of another’s enterprise, inclusive
of damage or likely damage resulting from dilution of the goodwill or reputation attached to a trade mark,
regardless of whether said act or practice causes confusion.*74 Several national systems too extend the protection connected with unfair competition to cover dilution, denigrating another trader, and free-riding on
another’s eﬀorts or reputation.*75
Art. 10bis of the Paris Convention does not require the enactment of specific legislation to fight unfair
competition but enables its form and content to reflect the diﬀerent traditions and approaches of national
systems.*76 In the EU, protection against unfair competition is fragmented. There are directives on specific aspects of unfair competition, such as prohibiting unfair commercial practices directed toward consumers (e.g. the Unfair Commercial Practices Directive*77, UCPD), regulating advertising (the MCAD), and
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ensuring the protection of trade secrets*78. Even now, there is no general instrument regulating commercial
practices that, although not directly harming consumers, may hurt competitors and business customers.*79
Accordingly, the member states have been able to follow diﬀerent routes. For example, in Estonia, the
Restriction of Unfair Competition and Protection of Business Secrets Act*80 (RUCPBSA) provides a general
prohibition of unfair competition and a list of three examples, including disclosure of misleading information and disparagement of a competitor or its product or service.*81 Germany adopted its new Act against
Unfair Competition*82 (UWG) in 2004, replacing the UWG 1909. The UWG contains a general provision for
prohibiting unfair commercial practices and provides examples of such practices. It oﬀers specific rules on
certain types of practices and regulates the legal consequences of violation of the Act.*83 In France, claims
arising from acts of unfair competition can be brought under the general provisions of the Civil Code on
civil liability.*84 In contrast, the UK, which until only recently was also an EU Member State,*85 does not
recognise a general tort of unfair competition. Instead, it has been considered compliant with Art. 10bis of
the Paris Convention by virtue of a combination of legal mechanisms, including consumer protection legislation, the common law torts of passing oﬀ and malicious falsehood, and the equitable claim for breach of
confidence.*86
These examples show that the measures taken in European countries to implement Art. 10bis of the
Paris Convention and the level of specificity of the regulation diﬀer considerably, thus potentially also leading to diﬀerences in outcome between similar cases. Therefore, the first merit of taking into account considerations connected with the fairness and honesty of the relevant business practices when applying EU
trade mark law is its eﬀect of harmonising the EU unfair competition law with regard to acts and practices involving the use of trade marks. As indicated above, such acts as result in deception of consumers
or damage to the trade mark proprietor as a result of harm to reputation or of dilution of goodwill are
an important category of dishonest practices that Art. 10bis of the Paris Convention is designed to fight.
A uniform EU-level approach to these practices is desirable as, unlike many other types of unfair business practices, the conditions for the use of trade marks have a direct impact on the internal market as
they aﬀect the cross-border circulation of goods and provision of services. As the law of trade marks is
already harmonised in the EU, it is reasonable to attempt to achieve the relevant goals of unfair competition law in the same framework, instead of a possible parallel system. Furthermore, as the CJEU has
held that the TMD eﬀects complete harmonisation of the rules related to the rights conferred by a trade
mark,*87 it is questionable whether it would even comply with EU law if national courts were to extend
or, worse, limit the exclusive rights conferred by a trade mark by reference to national unfair competition
law.*88
As mentioned above, two types of unfair practices that directly involve the use of trade marks are regulated on the EU level by the MCAD and UCPD, the first prohibiting misleading advertising and the second
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prohibiting unfair commercial practices directed toward consumers. Taking into account the definition of
‘misleading advertising’ in Art. 2(b) MCAD and the features to be taken into account in the assessment,*89
the Directive prohibits, inter alia, confusing use by third parties of a sign identical or similar to a trade
mark in advertising. The MCAD also establishes requirements for comparative advertising, requiring it
not to, inter alia, discredit or denigrate, create confusion with, or take advantage of the reputation of a
competitor’s trade mark.*90 The UCPD prohibits practices that deceive or are likely to deceive the average
consumer in relation to, inter alia, the commercial origin of the goods or the rights of the trader, such as
ownership of IP rights, along with certain confusing practices involving the marketing of a product.*91 However, trade mark proprietors often benefit little from these instruments in practice. First, the thresholds for
the conditions for violation of the rules contained therein are relatively high. For example, violation of the
requirements of the UCPD presupposes that the average consumer is influenced or likely to be influenced
to enter into a transaction that he or she would not otherwise have.*92 More importantly, however, neither
the MCAD nor the UCPD contains an eﬃcient enforcement regime for safeguarding the interests of trade
mark proprietors. Art. 11(1) UCPD and Art. 5(1) and (2) MCAD permit the member states to opt for administrative enforcement to ensure compliance with the requirements of these directives and do not require
them to confer a private right of action on persons having a legitimate interest in ensuring compliance with
their provisions, including competitors. Thus, the directives have retained diﬀerent national systems in the
field of enforcement.*93 A choice in favour of administrative enforcement was made in the UK*94 and has
been made also in, for instance, Estonia*95. It has been argued that there is no private right of action on
grounds of violation of the provisions transposing the MCAD and UCPD in the UK.*96 Such grounds may
exist under the Estonian law of delict pursuant to §1043 and §1045(1)7) and (3) of the Law of Obligations
Act*97 if at least one of the purposes of the rules implementing the relevant provisions of the EU directives
in the Advertising Act or the Consumer Protection Act is to protect competitors against damage arising from
such acts.*98 On the basis of the articles setting out the objectives for those directives and the recitals, it is
clear that, while this may be the case for the MCAD, which is aimed at protecting traders against misleading
advertising and distortion of competition, the purpose of the UCPD is to protect consumers.*99 Even among
those the member states where taking private legal action for enforcing the requirements of the MCAD and
UCPD is possible, the legal remedies available and the conditions for their use may diﬀer. For example,
under the German UWG, which, inter alia, transposes the directives,*100 the injured party is entitled to sue
for ceasing of an illegal commercial practice and claim compensation for damage, but said rights are limited
to direct competitors.*101
Accordingly, the second aspect of value in handling cases of unfair business practices involving the use
of trade marks under the law of trade marks is a solid mechanism of private enforcement established in the
EU for IP rights infringements. In particular, the treatment of such practices as trade mark infringements
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invokes the availability of remedies and procedures provided for in Directive 2004/48/EC*102 (the IPRED).
While the member states are free to extend, for internal purposes, the provisions of the IPRED to include
acts involving unfair competition, the binding force of the Directive is limited to infringement of IP rights.*103
Considering the disadvantages of enforcement by public authorities, such as the constraints posed by the
resources and priorities of the enforcement authorities, one finds that the possibility of private enforcement is an inexpensive and eﬃcient solution for strengthening the fight against unfair competition.*104 It
also ensures compensation for traders who have been adversely aﬀected by the unfair conduct, helping to
minimise its eﬀect on competition.

4. Conclusions
To protect trade mark proprietors against commercial practices of third parties that could hinder the use
of the trade mark in informing and attracting customers, negatively aﬀect its selling power, or exploit its
attractive force, the EU legislator and the CJEU have broadened the protection aﬀorded under trade mark
law to cover such acts. At the same time, the CJEU has searched for the right balance between the exclusive
rights of trade mark proprietors and the interests of third parties, attempting to maintain the conditions
of normal competition. As a result, EU trade mark law is increasingly becoming the EU law of unfair competition with regard to practices involving the use of trade marks. In light of the lack of harmonisation of
unfair competition law in the EU, at least pertaining to practices that aﬀect businesses, this approach helps
to ensure the necessary degree of harmonisation while avoiding a parallel system of protection. Compared
to existing EU instruments of unfair competition law, which also prohibit certain uses of trade marks, the
widening of the scope of protection aﬀorded under trade mark law provides trade mark proprietors with an
eﬃcient mechanism for enforcing their rights. All in all, the developments discussed in this article can be
welcomed both from the perspective of trade mark proprietors and from that of other market participants.
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